Some forms of learning such as episodic and procedural memory require alteration of neuronal computation according to the causality in a series of events[@b1]. Although synaptic plasticity has been regarded as a basis for learning and memory[@b2][@b3][@b4][@b5], it remains elusive how temporally sequenced neuronal activities are associated and reflected in the modulation of neuronal information processing. Extensive studies have clarified the close relation between the synaptic plasticity induction and the patterns of increase in intracellular Ca^2+^ concentration (\[Ca^2+^\]~i~)[@b2][@b3][@b4][@b5][@b6][@b7][@b8][@b9][@b10][@b11][@b12][@b13][@b14][@b15]. For example, at hippocampal excitatory synapses, a large \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase caused by brief high frequency stimulation leads to long-term potentiation (LTP), while a small \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase caused by prolonged low frequency stimulation induces long-term depression (LTD). One mechanism to regulate synaptic strength according to the temporal sequence of neuronal activity is spike timing-dependent plasticity (STDP)[@b16][@b17][@b18]. By producing different intensities of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase, the temporal order of pre- and postsynaptic neuronal firing within tens of milliseconds determines whether LTP or LTD is established. However, it remains enigmatic how the temporal pattern of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase reflecting a longer period of neuronal activity affects synaptic plasticity. Here, we have addressed this issue by focusing on LTP at inhibitory synapses on a cerebellar Purkinje cell (PC).

At GABAergic synapses on a PC, potent excitatory inputs such as those from a climbing fiber heterosynaptically induce LTP of GABA~A~ receptor (GABA~A~R)-mediated fast inhibitory synaptic transmission, called rebound potentiation (RP)[@b19]. RP is induced by the \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase and the resultant activation of Ca^2+^/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II (CaMKII)[@b19][@b20][@b21]. The RP induction is controlled by the balance of activity between protein kinases such as CaMKII and protein kinase A (PKA), and protein phosphatases (PPs) such as PP-1 and calcineurin (also called PP-2B)[@b20][@b21][@b22][@b23][@b24], as hippocampal LTP/LTD (See [Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). We previously developed a kinetic simulation model of the signaling cascades regulating RP[@b24], and demonstrated that PDE1 (a Ca^2+^/calmodulin-dependent phosphodiesterase) raises the Ca^2+^ threshold, so that RP is not induced by tiny \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increases. However, how the temporal context of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase affects the RP induction is unclear. Here we attempted to elucidate the relation between the temporal pattern of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase and the establishment of RP. Combined application of systems biological model simulation and electrophysiological experiments demonstrated that the temporal order of different patterns of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase for several seconds to a few minutes determines whether RP is induced or not. Further, the context-dependent RP regulation was shown to be mediated by the interplay of two negative signaling components, the feedforward inhibition of CaMKII through PDE1 and a negative feedback mechanism through CaMKII Thr305/306 autophosphorylation.

Results
=======

Temporal integration of Ca^2+^ signal in the RP induction
---------------------------------------------------------

We first examined whether prolonged duration of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase lowers the intensity of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase required for the RP establishment by whole-cell patch clamp recordings from a cultured PC. Different durations (500 or 40 msec) and/or numbers (5 or 40 times) of depolarization pulses to 0 mV at 0.5 Hz were applied to cause different patterns of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase. As shown in [Fig. 1b and c](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ imaging using fura-2 (50 μM) confirmed that different intensities and durations of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase were caused by different conditionings (fluorescence ratio F340/F380 at the end of 5 pulses for 500 msec, 2.77 ± 0.19; 5 pulses for 40 msec, 0.98 ± 0.07; 40 pulses for 40 msec, 1.24 ± 0.05). Using these patterns of stimulation, RP was examined by recording current responses to GABA iontophoretically applied to the proximal dendrite. In accordance with previous studies[@b19][@b20][@b21][@b22][@b23][@b24], strong conditioning depolarization (5 pulses for 500 msec) potentiated the amplitude of the GABA response for longer than 30 minutes (172 ± 16 % at 30 minutes), whereas weak conditioning depolarization (5 pulses for 40 msec) did not (109 ± 4 %) ([Fig. 1d and e](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, RP was induced only by the strong \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase for about 10 seconds. On the other hand, when the duration of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase was prolonged to about 80 seconds by increasing the number of depolarization pulses, the weak conditioning (40 pulses for 40 msec) effectively induced RP (171 ± 10 %). The extent of potentiation at 30 minutes was comparable to that induced by the strong conditioning, although the initial phase of potentiation soon after the conditioning was small. These results indicate that both the intensity and the duration of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase cooperatively induce RP, suggesting a temporal integration mechanism of the Ca^2+^ signal in RP induction, as LTD at excitatory synapses on a PC[@b8].

This temporal integrative property of RP induction by \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase was supported by the simulation of systems biological model we previously developed[@b24]. Short strong \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase (2 μM from the basal 0.1 μM for 10 seconds) applied to the model persistently activated CaMKII until the end of simulation (0.019 μM in the basal condition to 4.88 μM at 30 minutes) ([Fig. 1f](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). This sustained activation of CaMKII was shown to rely on two positive feedback loops in the signaling cascades, namely CaMKII autophosphorylation at Thr286 (Thr287 in βCaMKII) and the negative regulation of PDE1 by CaMKII-mediated phosphorylation[@b24][@b25][@b26]. CaMKII-mediated phosphorylation of GABA~A~Rs also persistently increased, reflecting the establishment of RP in the model (0.03 μM in the basal condition to 0.88 μM at 30 minutes) ([Fig. 1g](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Phosphorylation of GABA~A~Rs by CaMKII was reported to potentiate the responsiveness in both neurons and a heterologous expression system[@b27][@b28]. Thus, in our simulation model, the CaMKII activity was used as readout of the RP establishment. When a weak \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase to 0.35 μM was applied for 10 seconds, CaMKII was not effectively activated (0.019 μM at 30 minutes) ([Fig. 1f](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). On the other hand, a weak \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase with prolonged duration of 80 seconds brought about sustained CaMKII activation (1.15 μM) ([Fig. 1f](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, the intensity of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase required for CaMKII activation was reduced when the duration of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase became longer.

Using the model, we systematically analyzed the relation between the duration and/or intensity of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase and the activity of CaMKII. The threshold levels of amplitude or temporal integration of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase required for the sustained CaMKII activation exhibited large variations with various durations of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase ([Fig. 2a, b](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). On the other hand, the signal obtained by leaky temporal integration of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ (defined by a time constant τ of 1.7 sec) showed the minimum variation of threshold values for CaMKII activation ([Fig. 2c](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, CaMKII activity level seemed to be determined through a leaky integrative mechanism of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ signaling, as LTD at excitatory synapses on a PC[@b8]. Taken together, our results indicated that the CaMKII activation and hence RP are triggered by the cooperative effects of the intensity and duration of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase.

Temporal coupling of two RP-inducing \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increases cancels the RP establishment
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Systematic analysis of the model unveiled an unique relation between the CaMKII activity and the \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase (see [Fig. 2a--c](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). The \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase for 80 seconds with an amplitude of 0.4∼0.8 μM resulted in the impairment of CaMKII activation, in spite that either that with shorter duration (10∼40 seconds) or that with smaller amplitude (∼0.35 μM) effectively activated CaMKII. Thus, there might be a Ca^2+^-dependent negative regulation of CaMKII which becomes evident if the duration of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase is long and the intensity is medium. This idea was supported by the nullcline analysis showing the relation between stationary CaMKII activities and \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ in the model ([Fig. 2d](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Curiously, the RP-regulating signaling cascades exhibited two uncontinuous sets of CaMKII activity. Bistability, in which two (high and low) stable CaMKII activity levels exist against a certain \[Ca^2+^\]~i,~ was observed in limited ranges of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ (0.09∼0.2 μM, and around 0.3 μM), probably due to Ca^2+^-dependent negative regulators of CaMKII, such as calcineurin and PDE1.

Based on the above theoretical analysis, we hypothesized that the RP induction triggered by the strong \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase might be affected by the following \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ level. To test this idea, two RP-inducing \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increases were coupled in the simulation model ([Fig. 3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). Surprisingly, when a strong \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase (2 μM for 10 seconds) was followed by a weak \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase (0.35 μM for 80 seconds), the CaMKII activation was not augmented, but rather suppressed (0.019 μM) ([Fig. 3b](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). This result suggests that temporal coupling of two CaMKII-activating \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increases converts their positive effect to negative, impairing the sustained CaMKII activation. Interestingly, reversing the temporal order of the strong and the weak \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase resulted in effective CaMKII activation (1.35 μM) ([Fig. 3a, b](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, model simulation demonstrated that the temporal sequence of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase is critical for CaMKII activation, predicting the possibility of RP regulation by the context of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase.

Next, we tested this model prediction by whole-cell recording experiments on cultured PCs. When the weak conditioning depolarization (40 pulses for 40 msec) was applied immediately after the strong conditioning depolarization (5 pulses for 500 msec), the RP induction was impaired (98 ± 4 %, p = 0.009 compared with the strong alone, [Fig 3c--f](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, as suggested by the simulation, RP was cancelled by the strong-weak sequence of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase. In contrast, the weak conditioning depolarization preceding to the strong one did not suppress RP (171 ± 7 %, p = 0.97, [Fig. 3c--f](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, the temporal sequence of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase determines the RP establishment.

Context-dependent RP suppression is caused by \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase with medium intensity and long duration
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We next confirmed that \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ is responsible for the context-dependent RP cancellation by increasing a Ca^2+^ chelator (EGTA) from 1.4 to 5 mM in the whole-cell pipette. The RP induction by the strong conditioning depolarization was not affected by 5 mM EGTA (156 ± 14 %) ([Fig. 4a](#f4){ref-type="fig"}), probably due to the slow kinetics of EGTA-mediated Ca^2+^chelation. In contrast, the RP suppression by the strong-weak sequence of depolarization was impaired by 5 mM EGTA (161 ± 18 %, p = 0.82 compared with strong alone), suggesting that the RP impairment by the strong-weak conditioning highly depended on \[Ca^2+^\]~i~. To further confirm this idea, the level of weak \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase was altered by changing the duration of each depolarization pulse. Compared with the \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase brought about by the weak conditioning (40 pulses for 40 msec, F340/F380: 1.26 ± 0.06 at the end of 40 pulses), depolarization pulses for 100 or 20 msec caused a larger (1.54 ± 0.09) or smaller (1.00 ± 0.08) \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase, respectively ([Fig. 4b, c](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). Neither larger nor smaller conditioning depolarization canceled the RP induction by the preceding strong depolarization (100 msec, 174 ± 24 %; 20 msec, 163 ± 11 %) ([Fig. 4d](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, a medium level of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase after a strong one cancelled the RP induction. We also tested whether our model supports the experimental results. In contrast to the marked suppression of CaMKII activation by a \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase of 0.35 μM for 80 sec, neither a \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase of 0.9 μM nor that of 0.25 μM impaired the sustained CaMKII activation triggered by the strong \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase (0.9 μM \[Ca^2+^\]~i~, 1.45 μM of active CaMKII; 0.25 μM \[Ca^2+^\]~i~, 1.05 μM) ([Fig. 4e](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). The level of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ required to effectively down-regulate CaMKII (to \< 1 μM at 30 minutes) was 0.26 -- 0.86 μM ([Fig. 4f](#f4){ref-type="fig"}), supporting the idea that a medium level of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase cancels the RP establishment triggered by the preceding strong depolarization.

We next examined the duration of weak \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase effective for the RP cancellation by altering the number of weak depolarization pulses. As shown in [Fig. 5a and b](#f5){ref-type="fig"}, the RP cancellation by the weak conditioning depolarization (for 40 msec) required a relatively large number (\> 20) of depolarization pulses (5 times, 170 ± 14 %; 10 times, 154 ± 11 %; 20 times, 123 ± 10 %; 40 times, 98 ± 4 %; 80 times, 97 ± 6 %). In accordance with these results, simulation showed that long duration was needed for the weak \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase (0.35 μM) to cancel the CaMKII activation ([Fig. 5c, d](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). Comparison of CaMKII activities caused by the strong-weak and weak-strong stimuli suggested that the context-dependent suppressive effect of the weak stimulation was limited to \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase with long duration and low amplitude ([Fig. 5e](#f5){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Fig. S1](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Taking all these results together, we conclude that RP establishment requires the \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ to return to the basal level relatively rapidly after the strong increase; otherwise, the once-triggered RP will be cancelled.

PDE1 mediates the Ca^2+^ context-dependent impairment of RP induction
---------------------------------------------------------------------

How does \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase negatively regulate the RP induction in a context-dependent manner? The signaling cascades regulating RP have two Ca^2+^-activated inhibitory pathways to CaMKII via indirect activation of PP-1: one is through PDE1 and the other is through calcineurin (see [Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Reduction of PKA activity caused by PDE1-mediated hydrolysis of cAMP leads to a decrease in phosphorylation of DARPP-32, while calcineurin directly dephosphorylates DARPP-32. Dephosphorylated DARPP-32 no longer inhibits PP-1 activity. The involvement of these feedforward inhibitory pathways was examined by altering the amount of each protein in the model. A decrease of the amount of PDE1 drastically diminished the suppressive effect of the strong-weak sequence of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase on the CaMKII activity, compared to a decrease of calcineurin ([Fig. 6a--c](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, our simulation suggested that the context-dependent negative regulation of RP is predominantly mediated by PDE1.

The model suggestion was then tested experimentally. When PDE1 activity was decreased by a selective inhibitor (8-MM-IBMX, 20 μM), the suppression of RP induction by the strong-weak conditioning was abolished (153 ± 9 %, p = 0.002) ([Fig. 6d](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). On the other hand, inhibition of calcineurin by FK506 (400 nM) did not affect the Ca^2+^-context-dependent RP impairment (107 ± 4 %, p = 0.18) ([Fig. 6d](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). When both PDE1 and calcineurin were inhibited simultaneously, a marginal, but not significant additive effect was observed (180 ± 16 %, p = 0.19 compared with 8-MM-IBMX alone). Neither 8-MM-IBMX nor FK506 by itself affected depolarization-induced \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase ([Supplementary Fig. S2](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thus, PDE1 is the predominant mediator of the Ca^2+^-context-dependent RP impairment.

Negative regulation of CaMKII by weak depolarization through PDE1
-----------------------------------------------------------------

We next studied whether CaMKII activity is indeed affected by the temporal pattern of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase. The CaMKII activity was monitored by immunocytochemistry for CaMKII autophosphorylated at the Thr286 residue. When cultured PCs were depolarized by treatment with 50 mM K^+^-containing external solution for 10 seconds, CaMKII was persistently activated for longer than 30 minutes (190 ± 14 %) ([Fig. 6e, f](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). In parallel to the simulation results, the CaMKII activation by the 50 mM K^+^ treatment was cancelled by the following weaker depolarization treatment with 10 mM K^+^ containing solution for 5 minutes (102 ± 13 %) ([Fig. 6e, f](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, the CaMKII activation was negatively regulated by the weak depolarization after the strong one. The weak depolarization-mediated reversal of CaMKII activation was abolished by a PDE1 inhibitor, 8-MM-IBMX (232 ± 18 %), but not by a calcineurin inhibitor, FK506 (128 ± 13 %) ([Fig. 6e, f](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). Neither 8-MM-IBMX nor FK506 by itself affected the basal or the 50 mM K^+^-mediated augmented immunofluorescence for phospho-Thr286 CaMKII ([Supplementary Fig. S3](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To summarize, the CaMKII activity is regulated by the context of stimuli through the PDE1-mediated feedforward inhibitory pathway.

CaMKII autophosphorylation at Thr305/306 as molecular memory of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase history
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

How does a PC discern the \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ context to dynamically control the RP induction? We first expected that PDE1 might be activated more effectively by the strong-weak sequence of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase than by the weak-strong one. However, simulation showed that the strong-weak \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase caused slightly smaller PDE1 activation ([Supplementary Fig. S4](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thus, the PDE1 pathway did not seem responsible for the discrimination of the temporal patterns of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase.

As an alternative candidate, we focused on the feedback inhibition of CaMKII through autophosphorylation at Thr305/306 (Thr306/307 in βCaMKII). Autophosphorylation at Thr305/306 slowly occurs after unbinding of Ca^2+^/CaM, and then suppresses reactivation of the enzyme by inhibiting re-association with Ca^2+^/CaM[@b29]. Phosphorylation at Thr305/306 was shown essential for stimulation context-dependent suppression of the following induction of hippocampal LTP, called metaplasticity[@b30][@b31]. To examine whether the phosphorylation at Thr305/306 is required for the discrimination of the temporal order of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increases, we first abolished the negative effect of the phospho-Thr305/306 on the CaMKII activity in the model. The affinity of phospho-Thr305/306 CaMKII for Ca^2+^/CaM was changed to equal to that of non-phosphorylated CaMKII. Here the amount of PP-1 was also slightly increased (∼ 8 %) to balance the dephosphorylation by PP-1 and the autophosphorylation by CaMKII. Elimination of the negative feedback regulation dampened the discrimination of strong-weak and weak-strong sequences of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase for the control of CaMKII activation ([Fig. 7a](#f7){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, our model simulation suggested that the autophosphorylation at Thr305/306 works as a negative memory element for the RP induction by storing the history of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase.

We next examined whether the autophosphorylation at Thr305/306 by itself suppresses the CaMKII activation by \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase. The amount of phospho-Thr305/306 CaMKII was arbitrarily increased at the onset of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase in the original model. Replacement of 50 % of inactive CaMKII by Thr305/306-phosphorylated CaMKII impaired the sustained activation of CaMKII in response to the weak \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase but not to the strong one ([Fig. 7b](#f7){ref-type="fig"}). As summarized in [Fig. 7c](#f7){ref-type="fig"}, the CaMKII activation caused by the weak \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase was more sensitive to the negative effect of Thr305/306 phosphorylation. Taken together, our model simulation predicted that the autophosphorylation at Thr305/306 mediates temporal discrimination of the strong and weak \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase for the context-dependent regulation.

The model prediction was tested by electrophysiological experiments on PCs. We aimed to weaken the phospho-Thr305/306-mediated feedback inhibition by overexpression of mutant CaMKII in which Thr305/306 residues were replaced by alanine. As shown in [Fig. 7d](#f7){ref-type="fig"}, transfection of plasmids encoding α and β subunits of CaMKII with or without T305/306A mutations increased both subunits to approximately similar extents. Overexpression of wild-type CaMKII did not affect the RP induction by the strong conditioning depolarization (158 ± 11 %, p = 0.55 compared with no transfection) ([Fig. 7e](#f7){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, the strong-weak sequence of depolarization impaired the RP induction (105 ± 7 %, p = 0.007), while that with the reversed temporal order resulted in the RP establishment (158 ± 12 %, p = 0.98) ([Fig. 7e](#f7){ref-type="fig"}). These results indicated that the \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ context--dependent dynamic regulation of RP remained intact even when the total amount of CaMKII was increased.

In contrast, overexpression of T305/306A CaMKII abolished the RP cancellation by the weak depolarization (40 pulses for 40 msec) following the strong one (149 ± 12 %, p = 0.02 compared with wild-type), resulting in a similar extent of RP establishment to that caused by the weak-strong sequence of depolarization (165 ± 8 %, p = 0.69) ([Fig. 7f](#f7){ref-type="fig"}). On the other hand, the weak conditioning depolarization with longer duration (80 pulses for 40 msec) attenuated the RP triggered by the strong depolarization irrespective of the temporal order (strong-weak, 108 ± 7 %; weak-strong, 115 ± 10 %) ([Fig. 7f](#f7){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, mutant CaMKII, which is insensitive to the negative feedback regulation, deprived a PC of the ability to distinguish the temporal sequence of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase. Taken together, autophosphorylation at Thr305/306 works as a memory element of the history of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase for the dynamic control of RP.

Temporal profiles of negative signals for RP induction
------------------------------------------------------

As described above, the CaMKII autophosphorylation at Thr305/306 triggered by the strong \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase converts the effect of a forthcoming \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase on RP from positive to negative. This dynamic change of the impact of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase would make the PDE1-mediated feedforward inhibition of CaMKII more effective upon the second \[Ca^2+^\]~i~increase, resulting in cancelation of the RP establishment. If this is the case, as phosphorylation at Thr305/306 declines with time after the strong conditioning, the negative effect of a second \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase would attenuate. In support of this idea, simulation showed that the suppressive effect of the strong-weak sequence of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase on CaMKII activity decreased as the timing of weak \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase was delayed, exhibiting a temporal profile similar to the time course of the reduction of Thr305/306 autophosphorylation after the strong depolarization ([Fig. 8a, c](#f8){ref-type="fig"}). Accordingly, electrophysiological recordings demonstrated that the context-dependent RP impairment was weakened as the interval between strong and weak depolarizations was increased (1 min, 103 ± 14 %; 2 min, 140 ± 19 %; 5 min, 184 ± 13 %) ([Fig. 8b, d](#f8){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, we conclude that the temporal window for the RP cancellation by weak \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase is limited to 1--2 minutes after the preceding \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase, due to the attenuation of the negative feedback signal stored by the CaMKII autophosphorylation at Thr305/306.

We also considered that as the PDE1 activity in response to the strong-weak \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase returns to the basal level, the attempt to induce RP again would become successful. To test this idea, a second strong \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase was applied after the strong-weak sequence of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase with various intervals in the simulation model. Although CaMKII could not be activated by a second strong \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase immediately after the strong-weak sequence (0.024 μM at 30 minutes), the suppressive effect disappeared within 10--20 seconds (5 sec, 0.032 μM; 10 sec, 0.157 μM; 20 sec, 1.59 μM; 60 sec, 4.67 μM) ([Fig. 8e, g](#f8){ref-type="fig"}). This relatively rapid disappearance of suppressive effect nicely fit to the time course of attenuation of PDE1 activity after the strong-weak \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase ([Fig. 8g](#f8){ref-type="fig"}). Consistently, whole-cell recordings also showed a similar time course of recovery of RP induction by the second strong depolarization (0 sec, 107 ± 6 %; 5 sec, 101 ± 8 %; 10 sec, 114 ± 13 %; 20 sec, 144 ± 16 %; 60 sec, 161 ± 13 %) ([Fig. 8f, h](#f8){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, the lifetime of the context-dependent negative effect on RP seems to be determined by the time course of PDE1 activation. Taking all these results together, the temporal profiles of the \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ context-dependent RP regulation is defined by two signaling elements, the CaMKII autophosphorylation at Thr305/306 and the PDE1-mediated feed-forward inhibition of CaMKII.

Discussion
==========

Taking advantage of the quantitative and predictive nature of systems biological model simulation[@b8][@b18][@b24][@b32][@b33][@b34][@b35][@b36][@b37] coupled with validation by electrophysiological experiments, the present study revealed the \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ context-dependent dynamic regulation of RP, a form of LTP at inhibitory synapses on a cerebellar PC. In spite of the temporal integrative RP induction by \[Ca^2+^\]~i~, coupling of two patterns of RP-inducing \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase suppressed RP depending on the temporal order. Weak \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase with medium intensity and long duration negatively regulated the ongoing RP induction process triggered by a preceding strong \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase. To the best of our knowledge, the temporal context-dependent conversion of plasticity signals from positive to negative is a novel regulatory mechanism of synaptic plasticity.

Our model focused on the CaMKII activity and the resultant GABA~A~R phosphorylation level as readout of RP, and provided several predictions, which were verified with electrophysiological experiments. However, the precise mechanism how CaMKII establishes RP remains unknown. Increase of the surface GABA~A~R number or modulation of the channel properties might be caused by CaMKII-mediated GABA~A~R phosphorylation, such as β3 (S383), β2 (S410), and γ2 subunits (S348/T350)[@b27][@b28]. In addition to the direct phosphorylation of GABA~A~Rs, CaMKII contributes to the RP establishment through modulation of GABARAP, an intracellular GABA~A~R-associated protein[@b23].

The temporal pattern of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase is processed in the signaling cascades relatively slowly within seconds to a few minutes. More rapid context-dependent synaptic modification would be accomplished by STDP, in which LTP or LTD is induced by different intensities of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase based on the temporal order of pre- and postsynaptic neuronal firing within tens of milliseconds[@b16][@b17][@b18]. On the other hand, longer context (minutes to hours) might be reflected by metaplasticity, in which neuronal activity alters the probability of future induction of synaptic plasticity by modulating intracellular signaling cascades[@b30]. Taken together, wide ranges of context in neuronal activity might be imprinted in neuronal networks.

Synaptic plasticity once induced can be modulated by the subsequent neuronal activity. For instance, LTP at hippocampal excitatory synapses is cancelled by the LTD-inducing weak stimuli, and vice versa, called depotentiation and dedepression, respectively[@b38][@b39]. Because the direction of synaptic modification caused by a particular stimulation pattern does not change in these cases, they are essentially different from the context-dependent RP regulation shown here. On the other hand, at the retinotectal excitatory synapses in a *Xenopus* *larvae* tadpole, LTP induced by a pattern of visual stimulus attenuates in response to subsequent neuronal activity which is not correlated with that initially triggered LTP[@b40]. Thus, the LTP consolidation seems to require neuronal inactivity for a while after the induction, which is reminiscent of the requirement of rapid recovery of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ after the strong increase for the RP consolidation.

The context-dependent RP regulation involved the feedforward inhibition of CaMKII through PDE1, but not through calcineurin. This difference might be ascribed to the much higher affinity of PDE1 for Ca^2+^/CaM (K~d~: ∼ 0.1 nM) compared with that of calcineurin (K~d~: ∼ 6 nM)[@b41]. Considering that PDE1 determines the \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ threshold required for the RP induction[@b24], it becomes effective at low \[Ca^2+^\]~i~, and would control the RP establishment by monitoring both the intensity and duration of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ signals. In contrast, calcineurin might be effectively activated upon relatively stronger \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase, and then negatively regulate the RP induction in cooperation with the additional inputs including GABA~B~Rs[@b21]. On the other hand, decoding of the temporal context of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase was mediated by the negative feedback autophosphorylation of CaMKII at Thr305/306. Mutant mice lacking the autophosphorylation at Thr305/306 exhibit altered synaptic plasticity, impaired metaplasticity, and deficits in context-dependent learning[@b31][@b42][@b43]. Notably, model mice of Angelman syndrome, a severe neurological disorder, somewhat shows increased phosphorylation at Thr305/306[@b44], and the deficits in hippocampal synaptic plasticity and learning, epilepsy, and motor dysfunction were shown to be rescued by genetic reduction of the Thr305/306 autophosphorylation[@b45].

RP is heterosynaptically induced by repetitive excitatory inputs from a climbing fiber, which transmits an error signal detected by a sensory organ during motor control[@b19]. As each climbing fiber input causes large \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase (∼μM) for tens of milliseconds, the frequency and number of climbing fiber inputs for a few minutes would be integrated and processed by the signaling mechanism for \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ context-dependent RP regulation. Our simulation suggests that trains of brief \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase (80 pulses to 2 μM for 20 msec at 1 Hz), imitating the basal firing of a climbing fiber *in vivo,* cancels the RP induction triggered by the preceding high frequency \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increases (see [Supplementary Fig. S5](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thus, RP might be consolidated only when the error signals encoded by climbing fiber activity attenuates for a while after the intensive activity. RP at inhibitory synapses and LTD at excitatory synapses on a PC, a cellular basis for motor learning, correlate in many aspects, including the temporal integrative induction by \[Ca^2+^\]~i~, and the involvement of several common molecules such as CaMKII, mGluR1, and GABA~B~Rs[@b5][@b7][@b8][@b20][@b21][@b22][@b46][@b47][@b48][@b49][@b50]. Interestingly, the leaky integrative induction of LTD (τ: 0.6∼1.5 sec)[@b8] is quite similar to that of RP (τ: ∼ 1.7 sec). Thus, the concerted regulation of RP and LTD by the \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ context might bring about temporally tuned motor control.

Methods
=======

Culture
-------

The method for preparing primary cultures of cerebellar neurons was similar to that in a previous study[@b50]. Whole-cell patch clamp recordings and immunocytochemistry were performed 2--3 weeks after preparation of the culture. Experimental procedures were performed in accordance with the guidelines regarding care and use of animals for experimental procedures of the National Institutes of Health, U.S.A. and Kyoto University, and approved by the local committee for handling experimental animals in the Graduate School of Science, Kyoto University.

Electrophysiology
-----------------

Methods used for electrophysiological experiments were similar to those in previous studies[@b21][@b22][@b23][@b24]. Briefly, whole-cell patch clamp recording from a cultured PC was performed with an amplifier (EPC9 or EPC10, HEKA, Germany) in a solution containing (in mM) 145 NaCl, 5 KOH, 2 CaCl~2~, 1 MgCl~2~, 10 Hepes, and 10 glucose (pH 7.3) at room temperature (20∼24 °C). The solution contained 6-cyano-7-nitroquinoxaline-2, 3-dione disodium (CNQX, 10 μM, Tocris Cookson, UK), tetrodotoxin (TTX, 1 μM, Wako, Japan) and SCH50911 (10 μM, Tocris Cookson) to inhibit glutamatergic EPSCs, action potentials and GABA~B~R activation, respectively. A patch pipette used to record from a PC was filled with an internal solution (pH 7.3, adjusted by CsOH) containing (in mM) 121 CsCl, 33 KCl, 1.4 ethylene glycol bis (β-aminoethylether) N,N,N\',N\'-tetraacetic acid (EGTA), 10 Hepes, 2 Mg-ATP and 0.2 Na-GTP. The membrane potential of a PC was held at −70 mV. Only recordings with input resistance of more than 100 MΩ and series resistance of less than 25 MΩ were accepted. To minimize the voltage clamp error, the GABA response amplitude at the beginning of experiments was set at around 200 pA. Series resistance and input resistance were monitored every 2 min and experiments were terminated when a change of more than 20 % was detected. The method for iontophoretic application of GABA was similar to that in previous studies[@b21][@b22][@b23][@b24]. A glass pipette containing 10 mM GABA was aimed at a proximal dendrite, and 20-msec positive voltage pulses were applied every 20 seconds. 8-MM-IBMX (20 μM, Calbiochem, USA), was applied to the bath 5--10 minutes before recording. FK506 (400 nM, Calbiochem) was applied intracellularly through a patch pipette.

Immunocytochemistry
-------------------

Cultured neurons were fixed with 4 % paraformaldehyde in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), permeabilized with 0.5 % Tween 20, then blocked with 2 % skim milk, and finally labeled with primary and secondary antibodies. The following antibodies were used: a mouse monoclonal antibody (mAb) against calbindin D28 (1∶500, Swant Bellinzona, Switzerland), a mAb against αCaMKII (1∶500, Chemicon, USA), a mAb against βCaMKII (1∶500, Zymed Laboratories, Inc., USA), a rabbit polyclonal antibody (pAb) against active CaMKII (1∶500, Promega, USA), and Alexa 488- or 568-conjugated pAb against rabbit or mouse IgG (1∶400, Molecular Probes, USA). Fluorescent images were obtained with a confocal laser microscope (FV1000 imaging system, Olympus, Japan), and analyzed using ImageJ software (NIH, USA). The high K^+^-containing solution for conditioning treatment was prepared by replacing 50 or 10 mM Na^+^ with K^+^ in the normal external solution. Cultured cerebellar neurons were treated with the 50 mM K^+^- containing solution for 10 seconds in the presence of SCH50911 (10 μM), CNQX (10 μM), TTX (1 μM), with or without subsequent treatment with 10 mM K^+^-containing solution for 5 minutes. Then, neurons were washed with the normal external solution until fixation at 30 minutes after the onset of conditioning treatment. Cell-permeable inhibitor FK506 (5 μM) and/or 8-MM-IBMX (20 μM) was added to the external solution from \> 5 minutes before the conditioning treatment. The averaged fluorescent signals for active CaMKII in the area positive for calbindin, a molecular marker of PCs, were compared.

Ca^2+^ imaging
--------------

\[Ca^2+^\]~i~ was measured with a Ca^2+^ imaging system (Aquacosmos, Hamamatsu Photonics, Japan) mounted on an upright microscope (BX50WI, Olympus) using fura-2 (50 μM, Invitrogen, USA). Fura-2 was loaded into a PC through a patch pipette, and excited alternately at 340 nm and 380 nm for 120 msec. Each fluorescence image was recorded at 2 Hz, and the fluorescence ratio (the fluorescence excited at 340 nm divided by that at 380 nm) was calculated.

DNA construction and transfection
---------------------------------

cDNAs of mouse CaMKII α and β subunits were cloned by PCR of cDNA template obtained by reverse transcription of mRNAs prepared from mouse cerebellar culture. The mutant CaMKII T305/306A was produced by PCR-mediated introduction of mutations. cDNA of wild-type or mutant CaMKII was inserted into pCAGplay expression vector[@b50] at the EcoRI/XhoI site. The expression plasmid (50 ng/μl total) encoding wild-type or mutant CaMKII α and β subunits together with that encoding EGFP was injected into the nucleus of a PC through a sharp glass pipette. The electrophysiological or immunocytochemical experiments were performed 1--2 days after the injection.

Simulation
----------

A computational model of signaling cascades regulating RP we previously developed[@b23] was used with some modifications as explained briefly below (for details, see [Supplementary Note](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). First, according to the recent prevailing view about the mechanisms of CaMKII autophosphorylation at Thr286 and at Thr305/306[@b51], the autophosphorylation was assumed to take place in an intra-holoenzyme manner alone, although we previously assumed both intra- and inter-holoenzyme reactions. Second, the basal activity of "PP2As", which was separately assumed to balance the basal phosphorylation level of CaMKII and that of DARPP-32 in the previous model, was integrated into one PP2A. Third, although the mechanism of dephosphorylation of PDE1 still remains largely unknown, calcineurin-mediated dephosphorylation reported previously was explicitly included in the present version[@b52]. Fourth, some parameters defining molecular concentrations and molecular reactions were changed as summarized in [Supplementary Note](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} so that the temporal profile of context-dependent negative regulation of CaMKII in the model simulation better matches that obtained by the experiments shown in [Fig. 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}. It should be noted that the previous model also produced qualitatively similar results demonstrating the context-dependent regulation of CaMKII (data not shown).

In the model, biochemical reactions in the signaling cascades were represented either as binding-dissociation reactions or as enzymatic reactions. For example, a binding reaction in which A and B bind to form complex AB, is expressed as the following equation: where *k~f~* and *k~b~* are the rate constants for the forward and backward processes. These rate constants are determined by the dissociation constant *K~d~* and time constant *τ*. *K~d~* is defined as *k~b~* / *k~f~*, and τ reflects velocity of the reaction toward equilibrium. The reaction is represented as a differential equation: The enzymatic reaction was expressed with the Michaelis-Menten formulation: where *S, E*, and *P* are substrate, enzyme, and product, respectively. The Michaelis constant *K~m~* is defined as *K~m~* = (*k~−1~* + *k~cat~*)/*k~1~*. The maximum enzyme velocity *V~max~* is expressed as *V~max~* = *k~cat~*·\[E\]~total~, where \[E\]~total~ is the total concentration.

We performed the simulation using CellDesigner 4.1[@b53]. Ordinary differential equations (ODEs) were numerically solved by the SOSlib (SBML ODE Solver Library). We started simulation experiments after the model reached equilibrium in the basal condition.

Statistics
----------

Data are presented as mean ± s.e.m. Statistical significance was assessed by unpaired two-tailed Students\' t-test or by one-way ANOVA followed by the post-hoc Dunnet T3 test.
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![Temporal integration of Ca^2+^ signal in RP induction.\
(a) Signaling cascades regulating RP induction. There are two feedforward inhibitory pathways to CaMKII through calcineurin and PDE1, two positive feedback pathways consisting of CaMKII autophosphorylation at Thr286 (PF) and CaMKII-mediated inhibition of PDE1 activation, and one negative feedback signaling through CaMKII autophosphorylation at Thr305/306 (NF). (b, c) Representative images (b) and time courses (c) of fluorescence ratio (F340/F380) of fura-2 before and after the conditioning depolarization. The strong conditioning consisted of 5 depolarization pulses to 0 mV for 500 msec, while the weak conditioning was composed of 5 \[weak (10s)\] or 40 \[weak (80s)\] pulses to 0 mV for 40 msec. n = 9 for each. (d, e) Representative current traces (d) and time courses of the amplitudes (e) of GABA responses before and after the conditioning depolarizations. n = 5 for each. (f, g) Simulated time courses of the amount of active CaMKII (f) and phospho-GABA~A~Rs (g) before and after the 3 different patterns of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase. Strong (2 μM for 10 sec) or weak (0.35 μM for 10 or 80 sec) \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase, which imitated that caused by each conditioning depolarization in a PC shown in (c), was applied.](srep00143-f1){#f1}

![CaMKII activation through temporal integration of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ signal with leak.\
(a, b, c) Simulated CaMKII activities (at 30 minutes) caused by various intensities and durations of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase are plotted as a function of the intensity of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase (a) the temporally integrated \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase (b) or the temporally integrated \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase with leak defined by the time constant (τ) of 1.7 sec (c). (d) Stationary CaMKII activity plotted as a function of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ in the model obtained by nullcline analysis.](srep00143-f2){#f2}

![Temporal context-dependent suppression of RP induction.\
(a) The conditioning \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increases used in the simulation. Strong (2 μM for 10 sec)-weak (0.35 μM for 80 sec) or weak-strong \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase was applied. (b) Simulated time courses of active CaMKII amount before and after the two patterns of coupled \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase. (c, d) Representative images (c) and time courses (d) of fura-2 fluorescence ratio (F340/F380) before and after the coupled conditioning depolarizations. n = 9 for each. (e, f) Representative current traces (e) and time courses of amplitudes (f) of GABA responses before and after the coupled conditioning depolarizations. n = 5 for each.](srep00143-f3){#f3}

![Medium intensity of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ underlies the context-dependent RP suppression.\
(a) Time courses of amplitudes of GABA responses before and after the strong-weak sequence or the strong alone conditioning depolarization in the presence of 5 mM intracellular EGTA. (b, c) Representative images (b) and time courses (c, n = 9 for each) of fura-2 fluorescence ratio (F340/F380). (d) Time courses of GABA response amplitudes (n = 5 for each) before and after the strong-weak sequence of conditioning depolarization consisting of 3 different durations (20, 40, or 100 msec) of weak depolarization pulses. (e) Simulated time courses of active CaMKII amount in response to the strong-weak sequence of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increases with 3 different amplitudes (0.25, 0.35, or 0.9 μM) of weak \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase, as shown on the left. Note that the sustained CaMKII activity was suppressed only by medium \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ (0.35 μM). (f) Relation between the amount of active CaMKII at 30 minutes and the intensity of weak \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase.](srep00143-f4){#f4}

![Long duration of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ underlies the context-dependent RP suppression.\
(a) Time courses of GABA response amplitudes before and after the strong-weak sequence of conditioning depolarization consisting of different numbers (5, 10, 20, 40, or 80) of weak depolarization pulses. n = 5 for each. (b) Relation between the extent of RP at 30 minutes and the duration of the conditioning weak depolarizations caused by different numbers of 40 msec depolarization pulse. (c) Simulated time courses of active CaMKII amount in response to the strong-weak sequence of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increases consisting of different durations (10, 20, 40, 80 or 160 sec) of weak \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase. (d) Relation between the amount of active CaMKII at 30 minutes and the duration of the conditioning weak \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increases following the strong one. (e) A heatmap showing the weak \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ effective for the context-dependent regulation of CaMKII activation. Ratio of CaMKII activity (at 30 minutes) caused by the strong-weak and weak-strong \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase (\[weak-strong\]/\[strong-weak\]) is plotted as a function of the amplitude and duration of weak \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase. Strong \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase (2 μM for 2 sec) was applied before or after the weak one.](srep00143-f5){#f5}

![Predominant role of PDE1 in the temporal context-dependent CaMKII inhibition and RP suppression.\
(a, b) Simulated time courses of amount of active CaMKII in response to the strong-weak sequence of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase under the condition of decreased amount (as indicated by color) of PDE1 (a) or calcineurin (b) in the model. (c) Relation between the amount of active CaMKII at 30 minutes and the amount of PDE1 or calcineurin in the model. (d) Time courses of GABA response amplitudes before and after the strong-weak sequence of conditioning depolarization with or without a selective PDE1 inhibitor, 8-MM-IBMX (20 μM), and/or a specific calcineurin inhibitor, FK506 (400 nM). n = 5 for each. The time course of RP induced by the strong alone conditioning depolarization is also shown for comparison. (e, f) Representative immunofluorescent images (e) and normalized intensity (f) of active CaMKII phosphorylated at Thr286 (magenta) in PCs before (control) or 30 minutes after the conditioning treatments with high K^+^-containing external solution. Green color shows the calbindin signal used as a marker for PCs. Strong depolarization treatment with 50 mM K^+^ was applied for 10 seconds, without (strong) or with (strong-weak) subsequent weak depolarization treatment with 10 mM K^+^-containing solution for 5 minutes in the presence or absence of FK506 (5 μM) and/or 8-MM-IBMX (20 μM). n = 22 cells for each condition. \*\*\*: p \< 0.001 by Dunnet T3 test.](srep00143-f6){#f6}

![CaMKII autophosphorylation at Thr305/306 detects the temporal context of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase.\
(a) Simulated time courses of active CaMKII in response to a strong-weak or weak-strong sequence of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase in a modified model which lacks the negative feedback regulation mediated by phospho-Thr305/306. The duration of weak \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase following the strong one was 80 or 160 sec. (b) Simulated time courses of active CaMKII in response to a strong or weak \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase. Phospho-Thr305/306 CaMKII was arbitrarily increased by 50 % in both cases (pT305/306) at the onset of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase. (c) Relation between the amount of active CaMKII at 30 minutes after a strong or weak \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase and the amount of arbitrarily increased phospho-Thr305/306. (d) Immunofluorescent images of α and β CaMKII in a PC with or without transfection of wild-type or T305/306A mutated CaMKII. (e, f) Time courses of GABA response amplitudes before and after the strong-weak sequence of conditioning depolarization recorded from a PC with or without transfection of wild-type (e) or T305/306A (f) CaMKII. The duration of weak depolarization was 80 or 160 sec resulting from altering the number of depolarization pulses (40 or 80 times). n = 5 for each.](srep00143-f7){#f7}

![Temporal profiles of the context-dependent negative regulation of RP.\
(a, b) Time courses of simulated active CaMKII amount (a) and electrophysiologically recorded GABA response amplitudes (b), before and after the strong-weak conditioning with various intervals (0, 1, 2, or 5 minutes). For comparison, the CaMKII activity (a) and RP (b) brought about by the strong depolarization alone are also plotted. n = 5 for each. (c, d) Relation between the simulated CaMKII activity (c, green) or the extent of recorded RP (d) at 30 minutes and the interval between the strong and the weak conditionings. For comparison, the time course of simulated phospho-Thr305/306 CaMKII amount after the strong \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase is overlaid upside down in (c, blue). (e, f) Time courses of simulated active CaMKII amount (e) and the recorded GABA response amplitudes (f) before and after the strong-weak conditioning followed by the additional strong depolarization applied at various timings (0, 5, 10, 20, or 60 seconds after the end of weak stimulation). For comparison, the time courses resulting from the strong depolarization alone or from the strong-weak sequence of depolarization are also plotted. n = 5 for each. (g, h) Relation between the simulated CaMKII activity (g) or the extent of recorded RP (h) at 30 minutes and the timing of the second strong depolarization are shown with green color. The simulated time course of PDE1 activity caused by the strong-weak sequence of \[Ca^2+^\]~i~ increase is overlaid upside down in (g, blue).](srep00143-f8){#f8}
